Ramaswamy Celebrates 40th Anniversary at Twin City Fan Companies
MINNEAPOLIS, MN — On an ordinary morning,
December 1, 2021, Krish Ramaswamy, VP of
International Business at Twin City Fan
Companies, opened his laptop to start a day of
busy emails, fan selections and conference calls.
Except it was NOT an ordinary day. It marked
Krish’s 40-year anniversary at Twin City Fan!
Yes, you read it right! Some of Krish’s teammates
are not even 40 years old!
When Krish joined the company in 1981, Twin City
Fan was rather young, just seven years old. Today
it is one of the largest commercial and industrial
fan companies in the world, with over ten
manufacturing plants in the USA and five facilities overseas. Krish has seen its rapid growth over his 40
years and has been an integral part of its success.
Born in a small town in southern India, Krish graduated from the prestigious India Institute of
Technology (IIT) with a degree in Mechanical Engineering before moving to the United States. He
started at Twin City Fan as young sales engineer and grew to manage the industrial fan sales for North
America as Vice President of International Sales. Krish is quick to respond and always enthused to
answer any fan-related questions. He is adored by TCFC’s reps and customers.
He has enjoyed many roles in TCFC over his 40-year span. With a keen interest in International
business, Krish most recently made the move to the International department to expand Twin City Fan
Companies’ global business in 2016.
When asked how he managed to stay at TCFC for so long, Krish replied, “You gotta deal with what life
throws at you. I have been fortunate to work at a very successful private company and enjoy my work
every day. I also have amazing colleagues that make the work fun and challenging at the same time.”
“Krish is one of the most hardworking employees at the company and we value his experience and
contribution very much,” says Mike Barry, CEO and Chairman of the Board. “It has been an incredible
journey and Krish is an important part of it. We look forward to many more years of a working
relationship with Krish.”
Congratulations, Krish!
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